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For as long as Daeron can remember, every day has been exactly the same. The poor dumb beast
lives in a dark, disgusting pit. Heâ€™s only allowed out to fight in the arena for the amusement of
the â€˜Watchersâ€™ and then, battered and bloody, the creature is returned to his rank hole. His life
is one long misery. He does not think, he does not dream and he certainly does not hope.One day,
something new falls down into his pit. It is incredibly small and incredibly beautiful. He decides to
keep the tiny creature as his pet and he cares for it just as best as he can. Daeronâ€™s love grows
and grows and grows until he would do anything to protect his beloved little treasureâ€¦and that
includes seeking out the truth of who and what he really is.~22,750 words
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A gorgeous story of a beast transformed by love. I loved the writing here! I thought the story was
very inventive and not just a beauty-and-the-beast rehash. A tiny blonde treasure falls into Daeron's
pit and suddenly he is having feelings and remembering things that have been denied to him for
years. The "tiny thing" has spirit and sputters indignantly when Daeron-beast discovers that he loves
to lick and clean him all over. There is some slightly weird dub-con involving the beast's licking; it
works within the place and time that they are at and is intended as a caring, tender gesture. This

licking, oral desire carries through the story and forms the basis of some of the sex play between
the two. I mention this because there is a scene of felching and some people are squicked out by
that. I normally would be but, because of their earlier roles, it seemed somehow a logical extension
of things. The story is a great combination of magical, loving, and sexy with a very nice writing style
to back it up. This just happened to catch my eye while scanning and I tried it with KU--I
immediately bought it for future rereads. I look forward to checking out some of her earlier works!

What a wonderful fairytale...sigh...makes me want a dragon for my mate. This story starts out
ugly,dark and gruesome until the "little thing" drops out of the sky and lifts the spirits of the monster
and this reader. Hope, joy, laughter and love ooze from the pages and of course, in Amelita style,
are infused with sex, perversion and total hotness. This is a true lesson in not judging a book by its
cover, both monster and little thing. The characters are so lovable and the sappiness warms my
heart and just makes me feel good....oh yeah...did I mention hotness, sex and perversion?? Another
job well done Amelita. Thank you!

The book had 1163 locations on my kindle. The book was a bout aboy, named Anaire and man,
named Daeron. Anaire was an abused slave with no rights or freedom. Daeron was a large
monster, who had no hope and no human contact. Daeron spent his time fighting in arenas and
living in a dark pit. Anaire was thrown into Daeron's pit as punishment. Daeron, was absolutely
amazed and mesmerized by the pretty little thing, which he suddenly held in the palm of his hands.
The book contained lots of licking in various and fun places, a bit of blood drinking and some heated
oral and anal sex in the end. I liked the fact, that Daeron's love for his little human, gave him the
strength, to fight back, leave his prison and become a new man. The characters were ok. Daeron
was very protective of his treasure. The book is told thru Daeron's pov.

The writer had (in my opinion) a nice idea, but was too eager to deliver and spent not the time
needed into developing more the story. The pace is almost at fast forward and there are no
surprises. The sex scene is a bit plane and dull and has no much to offer. All in all, not bad but not
the best she could deliver.

I really enjoyed this story. I contains a lot of erotic scenes that are very unconventional, but quite
well done. This author continues to come up with interesting scenarios, plots and sex scenes that
are not common. I always think I've read every type of sex scene or variations thereof, and yet I'm

continually surprised with her creativity! I personally would consider this story to be more of the
fantasy genre than supernatural.

I loved the pace of this book, how it starts out a little slower but with a tinge of hope in there and it
works nicely with Daeron's character development as it slowly picks up the pace and races towards
the climax. Also adored the lovely little bit of sexiness at the end but how it's kind of there
throughout but its a less sexy, softer feel due to the intentions behind the actions in the beginning. It
just makes it feel all the more loving later.

Great short with beautiful love, mythical creatures, and dirty, dirty scenes that makes one question
why they thought they could watch TV at the same time. Though the cat wanting to be fed forced
me to pause my yaoi consumption. Therefore, cats are evil.

Sexy...sweet...hot and naughty... completely addicting. Definately a read again for me. One of my
favorite stories from this author. Would have loved for it to have been longer.
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